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In partnership with Camp I Am

Spelling Bee Workbook 60

oblivious

incongruous

tortoise

solitaire  

persuasive

aborigine 

abbreviation

artificial 

entanglement

atrocity

convocation

culprit 

meticulous

biscuit 

preposterous

incessant

permeating jeopardise retrogression paparazzo 

Find the hidden spelling words, circle them and write them under the 
corresponding words in the boxes at the bottom of the page. They 
are written from left to right, top to bottom, bottom to top 
AND diagonally.

ACTIVITY 31
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Use the words in the list below to complete the sentences.

1. In the South African Police Service a  ___________________ is an officer in  senior 
management. 

2. When the  building of the new skyscrapers is finished, they will 
_________________the view from our window.

3. A _______________amount of time was spent preparing the choir for the 
competition. 

4. The _________________was expelled from the wedding party at last. 

5. An ___________________clause most commonly functions as a question.

6. She inherited an _________________of land, which she turned into a poultry 
farm

7. Take a deep breath and completely _________________yourself.

8. She was an older __________________who lived with seven cats.

9. They coated the iron roofing sheets with ___________________to curtail rust. 

10. A ___________________is a solid shape whose four surfaces are triangles.

11. The ___________________ children were given detention  by the teacher.

12. Speaking to the crowd about Christ was the only mission of the roving 
__________________.

13. We read _________________ accounts of South Africa from the early 1900s.

14. We learned in science that metal is a good conductor of electricity,  but plastic is 
a ___________________ and will stop the current.

15. The judge imposed _____________ sentences totalling 10 years for the attack on 
the learner.

16. The audience burst into ___________________ laughter.

17. We took our dog to the ___________________ for  a check-up.

18. As you go further north, you will notice a _________________ change of climate.

19. References to the notes are given in ___________________.

20. All ___________________ is due to circulating electric currents.
 

Words:   considerable   recusant   interrogative   zinc   magnetism   lout   gradual
evangelist   contemporary   veterinarian   superscript   boisterous   eccentric   
tetrahedron  brigadier   acre   resistor   concurrent   submerge   obscure


